Lesbian Connection monthly magazine, extensive, one issue from 1986, 1989-2011 largely complete with a few missing issues and a substantial number of duplicates


*Ms.*, Feb. 1986-July 1988, some missing issues

*Curve*, 2000-2011, many missing issues

*Visibilities: The Lesbian Magazine*, 1990, just two issues

*Girlfriends*, May 2000 to April 2004, missing many issues

*Fountain: The Alternate News Source for Progressive Women*, Feb-June 1993, including premier issue, possibly full run of the publication?

Feminist/Women’s Studies/Women’s History ephemera (news clippings, photocopies of academic articles, teaching materials, etc.), 1980s-1990s?

General Mass-Market LGBT Periodicals

*Out*, 1992-2010, extensive, many missing issues

BOX 3 (005041)

*Out*, 1992-2010, extensive, many missing issues

*10 Percent*, Jan/Feb 1994-May/June 1995, missing issues

*OutWeek* (national but New York City-centric?), 1991, two issues

*Metro Source*, October/November 2008 to June/July 2014, many missing and duplicate issues

LGBT Travel Periodicals

*The Out Traveler*, Fall and Winter 2008


Miscellaneous or Rare LGBT Periodicals

*Gay Parent*, Jan/Feb 2005-May/June 2014, missing and duplicate issues
HIV/AIDS Periodicals

*Positively Aware: HIV Treatment and Health*, single issues from 1990 and July/August 2008-July/August 2011, missing and duplicate issues

*POZ: Health, Life, & HIV*, 2009-2011, missing and duplicate issues


Periodicals Published by National LGBT Political/Legal Groups

*Impact* (journal of Lambda Legal), 2007-2009, missing and duplicate issues

*Equality* (quarterly journal of Human Rights Campaign), winter 2003 to summer 2011, missing and duplicate issues

Gay Male Publications

*International Male*, 1987-2001, 4 issues

*Genre*, 1993-2008, many missing issues

**BOX 4 (005042)**

*Genre*, 1993-2008, many missing issues

*Attitude* (British gay magazine), 1995, just two issues

*Fab National* (Canadian gay magazine), 1997-1998, just two issues

*Instinct*, 2007 to 2010, just four issues, includes premier issue

Locally Oriented Periodicals and Other Materials (not St. Louis)

*Center Happenings* (New York City LGBT Center newsletter), March 2007-June/July 2008, missing and duplicate issues

*New York Native* newspaper, March 4-April 8, 1991

*Sachet* (Chicago-centric lesbian magazine), 1993, just two issues

Miscellaneous single copies of locally oriented LGBT publications (Chicago, Albany, Australia, Santa Clara Valley, Los Angeles, San Francisco, New Jersey), 1990s-2010s

Miscellaneous non-St. Louis locally oriented materials (resource directories, pride guides, etc., from San Francisco, Wisconsin, Orlando, etc.), 2000s

Non-LGBT Periodicals

*Newsweek* with LGBT-related cover stories or other content, three issues, 1990s-2010s

*Men’s Journal*, extensive (approx. 1.5 feet of shelf space), without obvious LGBT-related content, 2008-2011, missing issues

Miscellaneous periodicals and other materials (Entertainment, Color Lines, Esquire, etc.) without obvious LGBT-related content, extensive, 1990s-2010s

BOX 5 (005043)

Miscellaneous single issues of LGBT and feminist publications and newsletters (assorted special interest—sports, ethnic/racial, religion, travel, catalogues, softcore erotica, etc.), many probably rare and obscure, 1980s-2000s

Many individual issues of periodicals are in plastic sleeves. Almost all of these materials are in excellent condition.
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